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! hA is used to search for the Higgs bosons of the Minimal Super-




bb nal states. The search
is performed in the data collected by the ALEPH experiment at LEP, at centre-of-mass
energies between 130 and 172 GeV and with a total luminosity of 27.2 pb
 1
. No candidate
events are found in either of the nal states, in agreement with the expected background





this results in a 95% C.L. lower limit on the masses of both h and A of 62.5 GeV/c
2
, for
tan  > 1.
(Submitted to Physics Letters B)
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1 Introduction
In minimal extensions of the Standard Model, two Higgs doublets are introduced in order to
give masses to up-type quarks and down-type quarks separately. In these models, the Higgs
sector therefore consists of ve physical states, namely three neutral bosons | two CP-even h
and H, and one CP-odd A | and a pair of charged bosons H

. Six independent parameters are




 tan  of the vacuum expectation values
of the two Higgs doublets, and , the mixing angle in the CP-even sector.
Predictions can therefore only be made in specic models, of which the most popular is the
Minimal Supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model (MSSM). In this model, both H and
H

are predicted to be too heavy to be discovered at LEP 2. The analysis presented in this
letter is consequently restricted to the search for the lighter Higgs bosons, h and A, which can




! hZ with a
cross section proportional to sin
2





cross section proportional to cos
2
( ). In Fig. 1 the hA cross section is shown for the LEP 1


























! hA at LEP 1 and the three LEP 2
energies used in the analysis.
At tree-level, only two parameters are needed to determine all the other relevant quantities
(masses, couplings, and therefore cross sections). Here, these are chosen to be tan  and the
mass m
h
. When radiative corrections are included at the one [1] and two [2] loop levels, three




and . In the stop sector, the overall mass
scale is characterised by M
SUSY
and the mixing is controlled by A
t
and . In this letter the








;   M
SUSY
) and maximal mixing (A
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in [3]. The latter leads to the largest radiative correction to m
h
and is therefore the most





does not change the basic conclusions of this letter.
The analyses described in this letter search for associated hA production in data collected
with the ALEPH detector at LEP at
p














bb in 14%. Analyses of both
these channels are performed. After describing the relevant aspects of the ALEPH detector in
Section 2, the method used for tagging the b quark jets is described in Section 3. The event











as the discriminating variable. In
Section 5, the results from the hA modes of this letter are combined with the hZ modes of [4]
and results are presented within the MSSM as a function of sin
2
(   ) and as a function of
tan .
2 The ALEPH detector
The ALEPH detector and its performance are described in [5] and [6]. In October 1995, the
silicon vertex detector (VDET) described in these papers was replaced by a new device [7]
which is used for the analyses described herein. This new VDET is twice as long as the
previous detector, providing a larger acceptance and has less material in the active region.
With this modication the tracking system consists of the VDET, with two layers at average
radii 6.3 and 11.0 cm measuring coordinates with a resolution of 12 m in the r dimension




, surrounded by the
inner tracking chamber (ITC) and the time projection chamber (TPC). Charged particles are
used in the analyses if they are reconstructed with at least four hits in the TPC (typically
corresponding to a polar angle with respect to the beam jcos j < 0:96) and they originate
from within a cylinder of length 20 cm and a radius of 2 cm coaxial with the beam and
centered at the interaction point. Tracks with jcos j < 0:94 (0.85) pass through at least
one (two) layer(s) of the new VDET. The resulting three dimensional impact parameter
resolution can be parametrized as (34 + 70=p)(1 + 1:6 cos
4
) m (p in GeV=c). With
the axial magnetic eld of 1.5T the momentum resolution of the tracking system is given






in GeV=c). The TPC provides up to 338 measurements of
the specic ionization, dE=dx, on the tracks.
The tracking chambers are surrounded by a lead/proportional-chamber electromagnetic
calorimeter (ECAL) and a hadron calorimeter (HCAL) consisting of the iron magnet return
yoke instrumented with streamer tubes. With two external streamer chamber layers the HCAL
is also used for muon identication. The ECAL and HCAL have relative energy resolutions of
0:18=
p
E + 0:009 and 0:85=
p
E (E in GeV). The calorimetry and tracking information are
combined in an energy ow algorithm [6] which gives a measure of the total energy, and
therefore the missing energy, with an error of (0:6
p
E+0:6) GeV. The various neutral particles
2
reconstructed from the calorimeters together with the charged particle tracks used in this
algorithm are referred to as \energy ow particles".
Lepton identication in ALEPH is described in [6, 8]. Electrons are identied by comparing
the energy deposit in the ECAL with the momentum measured in the tracking system, the
shape and depth of the energy deposit in the ECAL and the specic ionization measurement.
Muons are identied by requiring a hit pattern characteristic of a penetrating particle in the
HCAL and at least one associated hit in the muon chambers. In all analyses described in this
letter electron and muon candidates must have momenta greater than 2GeV/c and 3GeV/c,
respectively.
3 b tagging




bb channels the b quark identication is an essential
part of the signal extraction. In this letter b jets are identied mainly by exploiting the longer
lifetime of b hadrons compared to other hadrons, but also by the presence in the jets of high
p
T
leptons from semileptonic decays. To use the lifetime information in a given jet, track
impact parameters and secondary decay vertices are reconstructed relative to an event-by-event
interaction point.
3.1 Interaction point determination
The algorithm used to determine the interaction point is similar to the one developed for
the data taken at centre-of-mass energies close to the Z mass [9]. Well measured tracks are
associated to their nearest jet and are projected into the plane perpendicular to this jet, to
reduce the bias due to tracks coming from secondary vertices. The projected tracks are then
combinedwith an average \beam spot" position, i.e., the location of the centre of the interaction
region in the plane transverse to the beam axis. This beam spot is determined with relaxed
cuts on the track selection compared to LEP 1 due to the much lower track rate at LEP 2
energies. Using groups of 120 tracks selected in consecutive events and with momenta down
to 300 MeV/c, the beam spot position is determined with average accuracies of 27m in the
horizontal and 25m in the vertical directions. The RMS dimensions of the beam luminous
region were measured to be 135 (150) m horizontally and 7.1 (6.6) mm along the beam
direction in the 1995 (1996) data. The vertical dimension of the luminous region is small, of
order 5 m. Using these parameters as errors on the beam spot, the interaction point is found
in each event with resolutions of typically 40, 20 and 40 m in the horizontal, vertical and
beam directions.
3.2 b tagging neural network
Six variables which discriminate between b jets and light quark jets are combined using neural
networks to tag b quark jets. The rst two variables are lifetime-based; the third is based
3
on the transverse momentum of identied leptons and the last three are based on jet-shape
properties. The quantities used are as follows:
1. P
jet
: probability of the jet being a light quark (uds) jet based upon impact parameters







dierence between tting tracks in the jet both to secondary and primary
vertices compared to assuming all tracks come from the interaction point. This is based
upon a secondary vertex pattern recognition algorithm which searches for displaced
vertices via a three-dimensional grid point search [10];
3. p
T
: the transverse momentum of identied leptons with respect to the jet axis [8];
4. S
b
: the boosted sphericity of the jet, dened to be the sphericity of energy ow particles
in the rest frame of the jet;
5. Multiplicity/lnE
jet
: the energy ow particle multiplicity of the jet divided by the





: the sum of the transverse momentum squared of each energy ow particle with
respect to the jet axis.








) is used for identifying b-jets while all six variables are used in another neural network for
the Higgs-strahlung process [4]. In this latter analysis, the extra variables which are ecient
at discriminating between b-jets and light quark jets give higher b tagging eciency at a given
background; in the hA case, however, the six-variable neural network increases the background
of bbgg events due to the similarity between gluon and b jets in the event shape variables [11].
The network architecture is multilayer feed-forward, consisting of four layers and is based
upon the JETNET 3.4 package [12]. Detailed descriptions of theoretical aspects of neural
networks are available elsewhere [13]. The neural network was trained, with the backward
propagation method, using b and non-b jets in radiative returns to the Z from a sample of
400,000 Monte Carlo qq events generated at a centre-of-mass energy of 161GeV. Radiative
returns to the Z were used because the jets in such events are produced in a kinematic
conguration similar to that of the signal; this was preferred to training the network using
simulated signal events in order to reduce the associated systematic error in the signal eciency.
An independent sample of 100,000 Monte Carlo events was used for testing. The resulting
neural network output is shown in Fig. 2a for jets in the 161 GeV data and Monte Carlo,
selected using the Durham jet nding algorithm with y
cut
= 0:008. For events in the testing
sample, it is possible to determine the eciency for identifying b jets, 
jet
b
, as a function of the






is the eciency for wrongly identifying a light
quark or gluon jet as a b jet. The resulting performance curve is shown in Fig. 2b; the curve
for the single most powerful variable P
jet
is also given, showing at a non-b rejection factor of






































Figure 2: (a) The output  of the neural network b tag for radiative returns to the Z for 161GeV
qq Monte Carlo (histogram) compared to the data at 161 GeV (points). The shaded region shows the
contribution from generated b-jets. (b) The performance of the neural network b tag (solid line) for
Monte Carlo events, presented in terms of the eciency for identifying b-jets versus the eciency for
rejecting light quark jets. The performance of the single most powerful b tagging input variable to
the neural network is shown for comparison (dashed curve).
3.3 Systematic studies of b tagging
The systematic uncertainty in the eciency of the b tagging is evaluated from the Monte
Carlo simulation and a consistency check is performed on eciency and background using the
calibration data taken at the Z peak during the 1996 data taking period.
The contribution to the b tagging systematics from the physics of b hadron decays has
been estimated by varying the values of their lifetimes and decay multiplicities within the
range allowed by existing experimental measurements [14]. The systematics due to track
reconstruction have been studied by comparing track impact parameter distributions in data
and Monte Carlo. The generated Monte Carlo distributions show impact parameter resolutions
10% better than in the data. A correction has been applied for this eect by smearing the track
parameters in the Monte Carlo to calculate the analysis eciency and half this correction is
taken as a systematic error in the b tag eciency.
After this correction is applied, the b tag eciency is compared in Monte Carlo and data
at the Z peak, by measuring the number of events with two and one hemispheres tagged by
the algorithm. This method is a simplied version of that used to measure R
b
in Ref. [9].
In that paper the equations for the number of double and single tags are solved to eliminate
the b tag eciency and extract R
b
; here the value of R
b
is input and the b tag eciency is
5
extracted. Figure 3 shows the resulting comparison of the b tag eciency as a function of the


























Figure 3: Comparison of the neural network b tag eciency for a single jet in Z peak data and
Monte Carlo, after the smearing correction, as a function of the cut on the jet neural network output:
(a) absolute tag eciency; (b) dierence between data and Monte Carlo.
4 Event selection




s = 130.2 and
136.2GeV recorded in November 1995, 10.9 pb
 1
at 161.3GeV in the summer of 1996, 1.1 pb
 1
at 170.3GeV and 9.5 pb
 1
at 172.3GeV in autumn 1996. The new VDET was completely
installed for the 1996 data while for the November 1995 data the inner layer of the detector
was complete but 5 out of 15 faces were missing in the outer layer. The appropriate detector
geometries were used in the Monte Carlo for the two years.
For cut optimization and background estimates Monte Carlo samples were generated using
the HZHA [15] program for the Higgs signal production and PYTHIA 5.7 [16] for the standard
process production. The backgrounds considered are described in Ref. [4].





b nal state is characterized by two clear signatures, the four-jet topology and a high
b-quark content. These properties are the main handles for suppressing the background. The




! qq(), predominantly when the
6
two primary partons are b quarks. At the higher centre-of-mass energies, two more processes,
WW and ZZ (including Z

) production, also become signicant.
The rst step in the analysis is a loose preselection intended to select hadronic events
compatible with the four-jet topology and to suppress qq events with an energetic initial state
radiation (ISR) photon. At least eight charged particles are required in the event comprising
more than 10% of the centre-of-mass energy. To reject qq events with the ISR photon detected
in the calorimeters, the electromagnetic energy in a cone of 1

around each energy ow particle
in any jet must be less than 80% of the jet energy. To suppress these events when the photon
escapes detection along the beam pipe, the missing longitudinal momentum is required to be
less than 1:5 (M
vis




) is the total visible mass in the event. The





value giving a four-jet event, smaller than 0.001 are rejected. The event thrust
must be less than 0.85 and the smallest jet-jet angle, 
min
ij
, must be larger than 20

. The signal
eciency is 87% for bbbb events at this level, while the qq background is reduced by a factor
of  40, the ZZ by a factor of almost 10 and the WW by more than 2. A total of 208 events
are observed in the data, in agreement with the 188 events (112 qq, 67 WW, 9 ZZ) predicted
by the simulation. The excess of four-jet events reported in a previous paper [17] is present at
this level of the analysis, but none of these events remain after the b tagging cut applied next.
The nal selection combines the b tagging information in the event and a measure of
compatibility with the four-jet topology. The b tagging variable uses the neural network
outputs, 
j










while for the four-jet compatibility 
min
ij
was chosen. These were combined linearly in a new
variable F :









The choice of the coecient of F was made with a linear discriminant analysis and the
separation of signal and background is indicated in Fig. 4. Combining the b tag and four-
jet compatibility information improves signicantly the signal eciency, compared to cutting
independently on the individual variables, by saving some clear four-jet events with poorer b
tagging information as well as some events with high content in b quarks but where two of the
jets happen to be close in space.
The cut on F was placed at the point that minimizes the expected condence level in the






[4]. This optimization procedure
gave F < 49, which corresponds to a signal eciency of 55% at 172GeV centre-of-mass energy.
Figure 7b shows the signal eciencies for the three energies as a function ofm
h
. The distribution
of F in the data and in the simulation is shown in Fig. 5a. For F < 49, 0:870:17 events (0.63
qq, 0.07 WW, 0.17 ZZ) are expected in the simulation. No events were selected in the data.




which has been used
as the discriminating variable in the cut optimization. This quantity is the sum of dijet masses
for the pairing of jets with the minimum dijet mass dierence and uses jet energies rescaled























Figure 4: Monte Carlo distribution of the minimum angle between jets 
min
ij
versus the b tagging
variable B
4
(a) for the signal hA events, (b) for the background, qq, WW and ZZ events. The line



























Data: 208 events observed                (a)
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) described in the text. The background predictions from the Monte Carlo
simulations are shown as cumulative shaded histograms and the dashed histogram is the signal for a




for signal and background
Monte Carlo events, normalized to the recorded luminosity, after all cuts.
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The b tagging cut, bringing the major loss in signal acceptance, gives the largest systematic
uncertainty in the analysis eciency. The b hadron lifetimes were varied within the ranges given
by current world averages [18] by reweighting the generated hA signal Monte Carlo, giving a
systematic error on the bbbb eciency of 0:7%. The systematics from other b physics sources
are estimated to be 0:4%. The accuracy of the correction to the track resolution described
in Section 3.3 is estimated from the comparison shown in Fig. 3 and a systematic of 0:8% is
assigned to the eciency, corresponding to 50% of the change due to the correction. With
a contribution of 0:5% for Monte Carlo statistics the total systematic error is 1:2%. This is











bb nal state is selected by two complementary approaches. In the rst approach,
the tau decay products are rst identied using charged particle tracks and tau candidates are
constructed by the inclusion of neutral clusters in a cone around these tracks. In the second
method, events are rst clustered into four jets and jets consistent with tau decays are selected.
In the following the rst and second methods are referred to respectively as \track-based" and
\jet-based".
4.2.1 Track-based selection
A preselection is rst applied which selects high multiplicity hadronic nal states and which
rejects radiative returns to the Z peak. Hadronic events are selected by requiring at least ten
charged particles which account for at least 20% of the centre-of-mass energy. Radiative returns
with undetected photons down the beam axis are rejected by requiring the longitudinal missing
momentum to be less than 30GeV/c. The signal events are also characterized by missing energy
and transverse momentum imbalance due to the undetected neutrinos. This is exploited by
requiring the missing energy to be larger than 5GeV and the momentum imbalance in the
plane transverse to the beam axis to be larger than 5GeV/c.
Tau leptons are identied by searching for identied electrons and muons, single charged
particles and charged particle triplets with diering isolation requirements. To avoid the large
potential contamination from background processes involving energetic leptons ( e.g., eeZ, ZZ
and WW), events with identied leptons with momenta larger than 40GeV/c are rejected.
Lepton candidates are required to be isolated by more than 10






channel described in Ref. [4]. Identied leptons which do not pass these criteria
are not considered for the purposes of tau selection. The remaining tracks are rejected as
tau candidates if another track falls within 10

. Charged particle triplets are identied by
considering all combinations which have unit net charge and where no track except the three
under consideration falls within 10

of the resultant vector. In all cases candidates with a net
charged momentum less than 2GeV/c are no longer considered. Tau candidates are constructed
by adding the four-momenta of all the energy ow particles within 15

of the tau tracks. Tau





In events with an identied lepton, background from W pair events is rejected by
reconstructing the event as WW! qq`, where the missing four-momentum in the event is
assigned to the neutrino and the remaining energy ow particles are assigned to the other W.
Events in which the mass sum of the reconstructed W's is greater than 140GeV/c
2
and the
mass of the hadronically-decaying W is less than 85GeV/c
2
are rejected.
Events are required to have at least two tau candidates of opposite charge, and at least one
of the tau jets is required to have unit charged multiplicity. The sum of the isolation angles of
the tau candidates is required to be larger than 80

. Energy ow particles not included in the
tau jets are clustered into two jets using the Durham algorithm.
A t is performed on the event, where the four jet directions are xed to the measured ones
and the jet momenta are determined from the t. The masses of the tau jets are constrained
to the nominal tau mass. The other two jets are rescaled keeping their velocities xed to
the measured values. The t minimizes a 
2
with contributions from energy-momentum




hypothesis) and the estimated uncertainties on the measurements of the non-tau jets. In
the t the tau jet momenta are constrained to be larger than 90% of the measured values.
Combinations in which either of the tted values for the non-tau jet momenta is less than 75%
of the measured energy are no longer considered. The distribution of 
2
for the signal and
background Monte Carlo is shown in Fig. 6a. Combinations with 
2
> 20 are rejected. If more
than one combination passes the selection criteria, the combination with the smallest 
2
is kept.
In signal events the resolution on the tau dijet mass using this method is about 3GeV/c
2
. The





The background is further reduced by means of the three-input neural network b tag. A
requirement is placed on the sum of the outputs for the two non-tau jets, using an optimization
procedure [4] which minimizes the expected condence level of the bbbb analysis combined













is required to be smaller than 1.15.
Based on Monte Carlo simulation, the expected background is 0:02  0:01 event. The






is 32% at 172GeV and similar at 161GeV.
4.2.2 Jet-based selection
Hadronic events are selected by requiring at least eight charged particles which account for more
than 10% of the centre-of-mass energy. The longitudinal momentum of the event is required
to be less than 40GeV/c, the reconstructed missing energy is required to be positive, and the
transverse momentummust be larger than 5GeV/c. Events in which the thrust is greater than
0.9 are rejected.




required to be greater than 0.001. All four jets are required to contain at least one charged
particle, and at least one jet must have less than seven energy ow particles.
The two lowest multiplicity jets are considered for tau selection. Only charged particles
with momenta above 1GeV/c are used in the following to select tau candidates. For these jets
the total momentum of the charged particles is required to be larger than 2GeV/c, and the
mass of each jet must be less than 1.8GeV/c
2
.
The charged multiplicity of one of the tau candidates must be unity, and the sum of the
charged multiplicities of the two jets is required to be six or less. The sum of the charges of
the two tau candidates is required to be zero.
The four jets are tted in the same way as for the track-based selection. The 
2
of the t,
Fig. 6b, is required to be less than 20, and the reconstructed mass of the di-tau system must fall
in the same mass range as for the track-based analysis. The same three-input neural network
b tag is used, requiring B
2
< 0:85. The cut is optimized to minimize the expected combined
condence level of the bbbb, track-based and jet-based analyses.
From the Monte Carlo simulation, the expected background is 0:02  0:01 events. The



















































Figure 6: The t 
2




bb (a) track-based and (b) jet-based analyses with all
cuts except those on the b tagging variable. The points are the data, the solid histogram is the




















The track-based and the jet-based analyses are combined by selecting events if they pass at
least one of the selections. The overlap between the two selections for the signal is around 60%,















and is shown in Fig. 7c as a function of mass and centre-of-mass energy.
The expected background is 0:04 0:02 events. No candidates are observed by either analysis.





energy ow reconstruction and the b tagging. Uncertainties on the eciency can occur due to
the simulation of reconstructed energy ow particles which can aect the eciency of the cut
on the 
2
of the mass t. The t is recalculated with non-tau jet energies smeared within their
errors. The eect is very small and gives a dierence on signal eciencies less than 0.2%. The
b tagging eects are studied using a similar approach as for the bbbb channel. Reweighting
generated signal events with dierent b hadron lifetimes changes the eciency by less than
0.3% and the systematic due to the correction to the track resolution is evaluated to be 0.3%.
Systematics are dominated by the 1.1% uncertainty due to Monte Carlo statistics. Adding all
these eects in quadrature gives a total systematic error of 1.2% which has a negligible impact
















































, as a function of mass: (a) Expected number of




b channel for the three energies:






b channel for the
three energies.
5 Combined results of hA and hZ analyses
No candidate events were retained by any of the selections presented in the previous sections,
in agreement with the 0:91 0:17 events expected from Standard Model processes. The results
of the two selections were combined together, and then combined with the result of the search




! hZ [4], in the following way [20].
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b nal states, from the numbers of events expected from Standard Model processes and
from signal (with cos
2





variable. Since no candidate events have been selected, the measured condence level is simply
exp( s), where s is the number of events from signal expected to be selected by each analysis
(shown in Fig. 7a). The expected combined condence level is displayed with the measured













































Excluded at 95% C.L.
ALEPH
(b)
Figure 8: (a) Measured condence levels as a function of m
h
(dotted curves) for the two nal




! hA process, and for their combination (solid curve). Also shown is the










As a result of this combination, the m
h
range between 45 and 62.5 GeV/c
2
is excluded at
more than 95% C.L. for cos
2












mass range below 45 GeV/c
2
was already excluded at much more than 95% C.L. by LEP 1
analyses [21, 22]. The same operation was repeated varying cos
2
(   ) from 1 to 0. The




(   )] plane.
When cos
2




! hA searches to contribute, sin
2
( )




! hZ searches [4] to play a signicant ro^le. The condence level
presented in Ref. [4] was therefore derived again by varying sin
2
(   ) from unity (its value





(   )] plane.




(   )] plane by the hZ and hA




can be excluded at more than 95% C.L.






























































! hZ and hA (solid curves) and again the 5% condence levels
for the hA and hZ analyses separately (dashed curves).
excluded region in the usual [m
h
; tan ] plane, as shown in Fig. 10. The heavily shaded regions,
theoretically not allowed, depend on the choice of parameters for stop mixing and on the top
quark mass. (A value of 175 GeV/c
2
[23] was used.) The experimentally excluded region is,
however, identical in both cases of no mixing and maximal mixing.
When varying cos
2
(   ), the hA production cross section was modied accordingly, but
neither them
A
value nor the h and A branching fractions (and therefore hA selection eciencies)
were changed from their values at cos
2
(   ) = 1. However, the hA analysis eciencies
have been checked to be unchanged at the level of 1% for mass dierences of h and A below
10 GeV/c
2





! hA cross section is not vanishingly small. The h and A branching ratio
variations have also been found to have a negligible eect.
The same holds true for hZ when varying sin
2
(   ), except when m
A
is small enough for




, however, A mostly decays into b






b). This renders the hZ selections of Ref. [4] at least as ecient as when h decays into b

b




. This case must
be dealt with by means of separate selections and is not addressed in this letter. Since such






=hA searches at LEP 1 [21] for
m
h
values below  60 GeV=c
2
, the region corresponding to this conguration is a strip too
narrow to be visible in Fig. 10, close to the theoretically forbidden domain and aecting only
the tan  < 1 region.
The invisible decay h !  could also aect the validity of the result if the lightest
neutralino  were light enough. This possibility is excluded by the negative chargino searches
performed at LEP 1.5 [24], when the GUT mass relations between charginos and neutralinos
14
are satised [25].





must be larger than 62.5 GeV/c
2
at the 95% condence level.
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Figure 10: The [m
h
,tan] plane in the maximal mixing conguration. The dark areas are









! hA. The dot-dashed lines show the change in the theoretically
excluded region in the no mixing conguration.
6 Conclusions
A search has been made for the neutral Higgs bosons h and A of the Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model using a total of 27.2 pb
 1
of data collected at centre-of-mass energies from 130









bb nal states. No candidate events were found in either channel with a total
background expectation of 0:91  0:17. This result was combined with the results reported in




! hZ to give exclusion limits on m
h
as a function of sin
2
( )
and as a function of tan  for typical sets of MSSM parameters. For values of tan > 1, h and
A are excluded for masses less than 62.5 GeV/c
2
at 95% condence level.
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